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Abstract 
In general Kosovo is the rich country in the geological aspect. There are a numerous heavy metals which are located in 
different depths in Kosovo territory. In this context, there are exploring a numerous national and international private 
mining companies. 
Digital Elevation Model is the key element for developing further geological exploration. Knowing of elevations and 
terrain shapes including here, quotes, slopes and aspect will be useful for geologist engineers and mining exploration. 
Therefore, the idea for developing of this paper is derived by abovementioned reasons. The main goal of the paper is 
developing of Digital Elevation Model for the specific geological exploration area in  Kosovo named Slivovo area. 
Slivovo area has very interesting landscape form the point of view. As well from point of mineralization, suspecting that 
there are a lot of useful underground minerals and there is exploring a private company, with their exploitation 
intention. 
In order to meet the intention of the paper, developing of Digital Elevation Model, its analysis and intepretation, we 
will test and argue some of the main methods that are using nowadays in the worldwide. Whole methods will be tested 
through the computer software, which is based in the concept and logic of Geographical Information Systems. 
The Digital Elevation Model performedin the paper will give us a realistic view of the Slivovo area which will be saved 
and expored in the specific digital file format. Therefore, this file could be used easily in different geological computare 
softwares as well. The software used is a QuantumGIS, an open source software and whole of the methods applied in 
the paper are supported by QuantumGIS software. 
In the end of paper we will visualize, interpret and analys the performed results. The Digital Elevation Modelwill be 
used in mining and geological exploration in Slivovo area, Kosovo. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A digital terrain models (DTMs) is a continuous surface that, besides the values of height as a grid (known as a digital 
elevation model—DEM), also consists of other elements that describe the topographic surface, such as slope, aspect, 
catchment and stream delineation (Podobnikar, 2005). 

Rapid technological progress in electronics during the last years has resulted in increasingly more widespread 
application of digital elevation models (DEM) in geomorphological and geological research (Badura and Przybylski 
2005). A digital elevation model (DEM) is a digital model representing a surface which is presently used in many 
appplications such as hydrology, geomorphology, geology and disaster risk mitigation (Tran et al., 2014). It is one of 
the essential inputs in modeling or simulating landscapes as well as dynamic natural phenomena such as flooding, soil 
erosion and landslides (Tran et al., 2014). DEM can be generated using photogrammetry, interferometry, ground and 
laser surveying and other techniques (Mukherjee et al., 2013). Digital elevation models more and more frequently 
replace traditional topographic maps in earth sciences (Badura and Przybylski 2005). 
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In this study we are going to apply the vectorial model (TIN) and rasterial model (GRID) for developing DEM. The 
DEM model is one of the most used dataset in the geographic information systems (GIS). The focus of the paper will be 
in applying of  DEM  in geology exploration. 

THE CASE OF STUDY  

The Republic of Kosovo contains some kinds of natural resources, including here mineral deposits. There are a lot of 
metallic and non-metallic minerals. The mineral resources located in Kosovo are part of interest of many national and 
international mining companies in order to explore them. The specific part of this study is just Slivovo area, because of 
high potencial of minerals which are exploring by an international company. 

The study area is located in north-east of Kosovo centered on 42°35’51” N and 21°18’42” E. The case of study named 
Slivovo. The area of the study is approximatly 200 hectares and the bounding coordinates  (Y and X) in four corners of 
area according the Kosovo coordinate system, known as KosovaRef01 are: 7526138.720, 4718910.351; 
7526918.720,4717928.190 7525388.820, 4716879.455; 7524698.660, 4717818.368. 

The area of Slivovo is located in four cadastral zones that are part of two municipalities (Pristina and Lipian). The 
Slivovo area is characterized by dynamic relief with lowlands and heightlands, it is characterized with minimum 
altitude 700m and maximum altitude 1014m. So the abovementioned feature of terrain are very interesting for 
developing, analyzing and interpreting of the DEM. The Slivovo area is linked with Pristina-Gilan highway. In this 
locality the coldest month is January while the high values of the temperature are reached in the July. The winds show 
significant element of climate, the most of them going in north-west and north directions. Thevalue of annual rainfall is 
approximately 740mm. The following Figure (Figure1) shows the position and shape of the study area named Slivovo 
area. 

 

Figure 1. Map of study area. 

SOURCE DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 Source data 

There are five main sources of the elevation data for DTM: ground surveys, airborne photogrammetric data capture, 
existing cartographic surveys (e.g. topo- maps), airborne laser scanning and stereoscopic or radar based satellite 
imagery(Hengel et al., 2003). For  this study  is selected  the ground survey technique of collecting the source data from the 
field based on field measurement with terrestrial methods. The measurements are realized with GPS equipment (Leica 
and Sokkia) based on KOPOS (Kosovo Positioning System) as part of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) 
family. From the field are captured Y,  X coordinate and h (ellipsoidal height) of points determined by GPS.  

Data quality 

Before generating the DEM, one can know the expected quality that result from our capacity and what quality is 
required with regard to the respected standards (Podobnikar, 2009). These are two main factor of driving production and 
usability of DEM. one of the main factors is based on the source datasets and methodology for DEM production so it 
should be deeply analysis. According to Podobnikar (2009),  one of the DEM quality assessment goals is to fulfil the 
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requirements of spatial data standards. He highlighted that ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 
distinguishes five elements of data quality: completeness; logical consistency; and three types of 

accuracy (positional, temporal, and thematic). In this study we are concerned with accuracy (positional and vertical). 
There are a large number of points captured from the field and these masurements are developed for a few days. The 
points captured from the field for DEM production of Slivovo area have positional accuracy ±2cm and vertical accuracy 
±4cm, as well as the density (spatial resolution) of points used in this study is approximately 5m. We deeply consider 
that abovementioned statistics are appropriate valuable data for genereting DEM of Slivovo area. The proposed 
procedure for quality assesment of DEM is based in processing and analysing of source data and production of needed 
datasets. 

 Open source software 

In order to process, analyse and produce the needed datasets is used an open source software named Quantum GIS, 
which is free of charge software .Quantum GIS, or  QGIS as it is called today, is an open source GIS founded by Gary 
Sherman in 2002. Today QGIS is used by thousands of people all around the world and is increasingly becoming a 
viable alternative to proprietary desktop GIS software. QGIS can be downloaded for free and runs on most operating 
systems. (Osterman, 2014). When editing maps QGIS provides the user with several functions. This includes, for 
example, digitizing of vector features, the possibility to add and remove points, lines and polygons from the existing 
data and various symbol choices (Osterman, 2014). In this study is chosen to use version 2.18 of QGIS, it is useful 
version for processing, manipulating and analyzing of the geospatial data as well as it is useful to achieve the intention of this 
study. The following figure (Figure 2) is icon of QGIS software. 

 

Figure 2. Icon of QGIS software 

 Kosovo coordinate system 

The official reference coordinate system using in Kosovo is KosovaRef01. Whole of the this study is developed in the 
Kosovo coordinate system, known as KosovaRef01, included here, source data captured from the field and its 
processing in QGIS as well as DEM production, analysis and interpretations. The parameters of Kosovo coordinate 
system (KosovaRef01) are given in the following table (Table1). 

Table 1. Parametrs of KosovaRef01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Datum ETRS89 

Ellipsoid GRS80 

Map projection Gaus-Krugger 

Prime meridian Greenwitch 

Central meridian 21°E 

Scale factor 0.9999 

False easting 7 500 000 m 

Prime parallel Equator 

False northing 0 m 

Origin of heights Trieste-MoloSartorio 
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Methodology 

In general are known two main methods for DEM production, these includes vectorial structure of DEM generating 
known as TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) method and rasteric structure of DEM known as GRID method. The 
DEM of the Slivovo area is produced by both of abovementioned methods. It is know that GPS measurements exactly 
heights are ellipsoidal heights, those are not heights above geoid, known as orthometric height. So the points captured 
from the field by GPS equipements need to be converted into height above geoid or orthometric height. To achieve this 
intention, first of all is needed to calculate the difference between ellipsoid and geoid in the Slivovo area, known as 
geoid undulation. Because Kosovo does not have defined the national vertical datum yet.The equation that links these 
height measurementsis: 

h(GPS)=H(leveling)+N (1) 

or 

H(leveling)=h(GPS)–N, (2) 

 
where: N – geoid undulation, h – heights above ellipsoid, H – heights above geoid (orthometric heights). 

Based on principle of above equation for transformation of ellipsoidal height into local orthometric height is used a 
technique called “Two Step” transformation model and is developed by Leica Geosystem, which is based in control 
points surrounding within the Slivovo area. In the generated report  of “Two Step” transformation model, is concluded 
that the difference between elipsoid and geoid for the Slivovo area is -45.58m. Now are known all elements for 
continuing toward the intention of the study, exactly production of DEM, its analysis, interpretations and applications.  

DEM GENERATION AND DEM VISUALIZATION 

TIN 

The triangulated irregular network (TIN) model is significant alternative to the vector structure of a DEM and has been 
adopted by numerous GIS and automated mapping and computer packages (El-Heimy et al., 2005). In a TIN model, the 
sample points are connected by lines to form triangles and within each triangle the surface is usually represented by a 
plane. The surface will be continuous. As each triangle’s surface would be defined by the elevations of the three corner 
points (El-Heimy et al., 2005). Based on the abovementioned source data, type of elevation, software used for 
production DEM, is produced DEM of Slivovo area by TIN. It should be very qualitative DEM because of spatial 
resolution or density of the source data used for its generating. In the following figures (Figure 4) shown DEM by TIN 
method. 

 

Figure 3. DEM generated by TIN 
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GRID 

Rectangular grid is one of the simplest ways of representing the DEM, the terrain surface is represented as a set of 
elevations for points regularly distributed on the x and y coordinates (Hu, 2013). The simplicity ofalgorithms is the 
advantage of the grid structure. Regular grids cannot be adapted to the complexity of the terrain surface. Thus, an 
excessive number of datapoints are needed to represent the terrain by interpolating to acquire a certain level of accuracy 
of the terrain (Hu, 2013). GRID surface of Slivovo area is developed with dimensions 3×3m, respectively with spatial 
resolution 3m. Since the collected coordinates are not regularly points it was impossible developing the GRID surface 
from source points. In order to solve this are combined some methods that supports QGIS software and finally is 
realized production  DEM  by  GRID method. There solution above mentioned is appropriate for providing the real view 
of Slivovo area.The below figure (Figure 4) shown the DEM of Slivovo area by GRID method. 

 

Figure 4. DEM generated by GRID 

 Visualization 

Visualization process plays significant role in the DEM. In general, visualization has two main goals: the first one is 
interactive visualization which helps the user explore digital surface and second one is static visualization which use for 
comparingresults. In this study are used some of main forms of visualization for DEM of the Slivovo area. Let be 
described those in the next sub-chapters. 

Contours 

This technique mostly is used for displaying relief. Those could be used for representing the elevation of the terrain. In 
general, It is very useful technique but it has a disadvantage at least. The disadvantage of contour lines as a known 
technique of visualization process is because those can not appear a perspective view of modeled terrain. For our study 
are created two kinds of contours, which are processed by QGIS software. The contours created in the study are with 
equidistance 5 meters (5m) and contours with equidistance 10 meters (10m). Those will be appeared in the next figures.  

a)      b)  
 

 

 

 

Figure 5. a) Contour lines (10m),  b) Contour lines  (5m) 

Hillshading 

Hillshading is a technique that is based to a specified azimuth and altitude of the sun (light). Based on this principle as 
well as for the intention of this study (Slivovo area), we have designed visualization of the DEM according on 
hillshading technique, which is very applied technique nowadays. In this study, the hillshading visualization technique 
is performed in two of the digital surfaces, included here: TIN and GRID surfaces. The given elements to visualize the 
Slivovo area are given in QGIS software and those are: azimuth of the light and the altitude of the light. For TIN surface 
the hillshading visualization process is performed basen on: azimuth of the light equal to 280° and the altitude of the 
light equal to 62° (next figures). To perform hillshading visualization for the GRID surface we have used different 
values of azimuth and altitude of the light because to test and see the performed results and its differeneces if those will 
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happen. The values of azimuth and altitude applied in the GRID surface are: azimuth of the light 300° and altitude of 
the light 55° (next figure). Based on performed results in this technique of visualization process we can conclude the 
hillshading visualization technique is very qualitative technique of the DEM visualization. 

b)    b) 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. a) Hillshading of Slivovo area (TIN); b) Hillshading of Slivovo area (GRID) 

Perspectiveview 

QGIS software is able to install and deinstall different kinds of plugins from the web in every time. It offers a large 
number of plugins that are very useful for processing and manipulation geospatial data and information. In order to 
achieve the perspective view of the Slivovo area in this study we have installed and used an available plugins for 
performing a perspective view of Slivovo area’s DEM. The abovementioned plugin is “QGIS2THREEJS”, in this plugin 
we can view 3D objects in your personal computer web browser installed, as well as is needed a web browser which 
supports WebGL. In this way is realized appearing of the Slivovo area in perspective view based on the “QGIS2THREEJS” 
plugin. The following figure is the perspective view or realistic view of the Slivovo area’s DEM. 

Figure 7. Perspective view of Slivovo area 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

According to study and its results, it could be concluded that Slivovo area was characteristic terrain for modelling, 
analysing and interpretating. In order to have detail analysis of terrain, we have performed analysis of slope and aspect 
with thin study terrain. The terrain analysis include slope and aspect, performed in TIN and GRID surfaces. As well as 
worth to mentioned that slopes of Slivovo area are calculated in percentage and grade for TIN and GRID surfaces while 
aspect means compass direction that a slope faces. 

Based on performed results and generated graphical data in this study, it be interpreted that the Slivovo area has 
extreme quotes of elevation from 710m to 1000m in TIN surface and extreme quotes of elevation from 712m to 996m 
in GRID surface. It is a difference in the performed results but it depends from quality of source data and applied 
methodology for developing digital surfaces. Most of cases, the difference in the results comes from density of 
measured source points in the field, from dimensions of triangles to TIN method and from spatial resolution to GRID 
method. In this case the spatial resolution of the GRID is 3m. 

In the study is illustrated also the watershed and stream network delineation based on the generated DEM. It is 
important process to perform drainage analysis in the Slivovo area. Geoprocessing analysis in this terrain is performed 
to generate data on flow direction, flow accumulation, catchments, streams, stream segments and watersheds. In the 
end, these data are used to develop a vector representation of catchments and drainage lines in order to be used in 
network analysis. 
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Below are shown the processed graphical data (maps) of the slopes in percentage and grade and as well as aspect of the 
TIN and GRID surfaces.Also below are shown maps ofdrainage network and watersheds. All of the abovementioned 
processes and results are performed and generated in QGIS. 

A)                                                     B)                                                       C) 

             
Figure 8.  a) Slope (%) ; b) Slope (°) ; c) Aspect (%) by TIN 

a)                                                    b)                                                         c) 

Figure 9. a) Slope (%) ; b)  Aspect (%); c)  Slope (°) ; by GRID 

a)                                                              b)                                                       c) 

                                    

Figure 10. a) Drainage direction; b) watersheds; c)  stream networks, calculated by DEM 
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Figure 11. Stream segments, drainage and watersheds converted in vectorial format 

DEM IN GEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 

DEM has of significant use in the fields of geology, geomorphology, geophysics, coastal monitoring, seismic 
monitoring, etc. There are many examples of applications include land form and geo-hazard mapping based on shaded 
relief maps that provide insight to, for example, illumination angles, contour maps, aspect maps, or slope maps, 
watersheds and stream networks. The  related applications in this study cover DEM in geological applications which is 
discussed in detail. This DEM generated in this study is able for using different kinds of goelogical exploration in order 
to determine needed elements to meet mineralization. Knowing of heights, slopes, aspect, watersheds, stream networks 
and drainage delineation, geologists have whole needed elements to achieve their proffesional explorations. As well as 
the DEM could be easily be comined with drillings for modelling the geological aspect of the specific terrain in this 
case the Slivovo area. This DEM also could be converted in different computational formats in order to use in any 
geological software for the geological proccesing data. DEM generated, analyzed and intepretedin this study is used by 
geologists in their exploration in Slivovo area indeed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Whole of the methods and techniques used in this study are appropriate for achieving intention of this study.From the 
study is achieved to have DEM of the Slivovo area.There are applied two methods: TIN and GRID methods, so will be 
easier to compare perforemed results. The quality of the performed digital surfaces in the TIN depends from source data 
and dimensions of triangles and its processing. In the GRID, the quality of digital surface depends from predefined 
spatial resolution. 

The visualization techniques applied assist to understand the terrain of the Slivovo area in the best way. 

Analysis illustrated and intepreted as slopes, apsect, watersheds, stream networks, drainage will be very useful for using 
the DEM esspecialy for geological applications. The maps generated in the study for the Slivovo area have neccessary 
quality for further usage. As well as they will be very useful for for geologists in their proffesional applications. 
Definitely, could be concluded that DEM and its analysis have signifficant role in the geological explorations or DEM 
is the reference work for further geological exploration in order to meet a mineralization as a first step in mineral and 
mining exploitations. 
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